Specular Gloss

The aesthetic appearance of various objects is important to human beings. One measure of the
quality of an object is its surface quality, which can be characterized with the concept of gloss.
Nowadays measurement of the gloss is a routine off-line method in assessment of quality of
product at various sectors of industry. The book gives a fresh treatment on the concept of
gloss. Theoretical description will be on more general basis of optical physics than in other
sources. The text will give a modern treatise of machine vision based glossmeters and furnish
the ideas how to measure and analyse gloss from complex-structured objects. Innovations of
machine vision and gloss data analysis by embedded micro-controllers and microprocessors
are trademarks that fill the gaps of older textbooks. Key Features: - modern treatment of gloss
- presents novel glossmeter based high technology- completes principle of machine visionapplication in industrial environment- emphasis on pedagogical presentation
- modern treatment of gloss - describes novel glossmeter-based high technologypresents principles of machine vision- gives applications in industrial environment- emphasis
on pedagogical presentation
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The charts you show aren't showing two different phenomena - glossy reflection and
specular reflection - they're showing two parameters of. Specular gloss is the attribute next to
color that is most often used in the has used a method of test for the specular gloss of pain t
finishes based on. Specular Gloss. Book â€¢ Edited by: Raimo Silvennoinen, Kai-Erik
Peiponen and Kari Muller. Browse book content. About the book. Search in this book.
So I was wondering if anyone knew any good links to articles on Gloss maps or could tell me
the difference between a spec and gloss map?. The principle of specular gloss measurement is
to measure specular reflection luminous flux (?s) from a surface of sample against the
specified incident angle.
In the United States, three of the main standards of gloss measurement are the D specular gloss
measurement, the D reflection haze measurement of. Purchase Specular Gloss - 1st Edition.
Print Book & E-Book. ISBN , Gloss is associated with the capacity of a surface to reflect
more light in directions close to the specular than in others. Measurements by this test method
.
Specular gloss ratings are determined through the ASTM D test. Learn more about Touchstone
Research Laboratory and our full line of testing services. ISO - Paints and varnishes â€”
Determination of gloss value at 20 degrees, and specular gloss of anodic oxidation coatings at
angles of 20 degrees. Specular Gloss is a measure of the light reflected by the surface of a
material. Gloss can be inherent in the material, a result of the molding process, or a result of.
Specular gloss is the perception by an observer of the mirror-like appearance of a surface.
Specular gloss is usually measured by a glossmeter, which can be.
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